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Thank you for your purchase

Tools required. 
• 25,27 torx. 10mm,16mm wrench
• 17mm,10mm sockets
• 5mm allen

Installation
1.   Remove side panels.
2.   Remove windscreen.
3.   Remove cluster.
4.   Remove hood.
5.   Disconnect riser from the post and lay down on the seat.
6.   Disconnect inner tie rods from the post.
7.   Remove plastic pass through cover from the tunnel.
8.   Remove the upper post mount bolts, bolts will be reused.
9.   Remove the lower post mount bolts, bolts will be reused.
10. Remove exhaust springs and pull pipe forward.
11. Disconnect harness connectors and set to the side.
12. Cut plastic harness bracket, leave just enough to hold connectors, discard the         
       rest.
13. Cut the plastic dash mount in order to remove the post.
14. Remove the steering post.
15. Install C3 post forward brackets.
16. Trim the bottom of the plastic dash mount pieces for bolt clearance on the        
       new C3 post mount. (fig1)
17. Route the nylon shielded harness between the C3 aluminum spacers.
18. Transfer the lower post isolators to the new C3 post.
19. Install the new post.
20. Install the plastic pass through cover.
21. Install new lower C3 modified ½ blocks with factory bolts.(torque to 9   
       ftlbs).(*note* blocks are tapered, orient to position post more vertical.) (fig2)
22. Transfer upper post isolator and factory half blocks.
23. Install into C3 post forward brackets with supplied bolts and nylock nuts.   
       (torque to 9 ftlbs).
24. Reinstall bar and riser onto new steering post.
25. Reinstall inner tie rods to post.(torque to 9ftlbs).
26. Reconnect harness in front of the post. (fig3)
27. Zip tie loose wires to the chassis.
28. Reinstall the hood.
29. Trim the cluster bezel for clearance around the new post location. (fig4)
30. Reinstall cluster.
31. Reinstall windscreen.
 

This is a high performance aftermarket product and by installing it is to the user 
assumes all risk. C3 PowerSports Performance parts are sold "as is" unless otherwise 
noted. 
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For more information regarding our products call us at 1-888-267-5554


